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Progress continues on both the experimenita1 and
theoretical aspects of our program. ThE work continues to
yield information of fundamental importance to propulsion,
combustion and chemical kinetics.

Theoretical Program

We have been exploring the long time behavior of
b-imolecular (A + B) reactions by both analytical and
numerical methods. At the stoichiometric ratio of
reactants, the decay of reagents in such systems is second
order and thus inversely proportional to time. At any othe.r
ratio of reactant concentration , the reaction eventually
becomes pseudo-first order with the limiting reagent
decaying exponentially. Since exponential decay is much
faster than 1/t decay, at the stoichiometric ratio reaction
persists for a longer time than at any other ratio of
concentrations. The rate of reaction at long times varies
by many orders of magnitude for small variations around the
stoichiometric ratio of concentrations.

In order to make use of the above principle, it is
necessary to be able to measure rates of reaction at fairly
long times, where concentrations have decayed considerably
from their initial values. One very sensitive method of

quantifying reaction rates under such conditio, ns is by
observing chemiluminescence from reaction products. If the
emitting products decay quickly, either radiatively or by
quenching, chemiluminescent intensity is an instantaneous
measurement of reaction rate. Fortunately, many reactions
of interest in combustion and propulsion are
chemiluminescent.

Analytical solutions for elementary bimoiecular
. reactions show that measurements of chemiluminescent

intensity as a function of the ratio of reactant
concentration allows the determination of both the

-. stoichiometric endpoint and rate constant of the reaction.
e The former provides a general endpoint indicator for

gas-phase titration reactions, which can be employed to iFor
measure the concentration of reactive species (such as atoms,
and free radicals) in kinetics studies of reactions of MI

importance in combustion and propulsion. If the reactive .J
species (whose concentration cannot be direct]. measured)

undergoes a chemiluminescent reaction with a stable species
(whose concentration can be measured), the most "persistent"
chemiluminescence indicates the endpoint of the reaction.
The variation of light intensity around the stoichiom,.tric Ion/

point provides the rate constant of the reaction. This ILy CO(v.1
experiment is most simply arranged in a flow reactor with a~l a.r./o±'
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chemiluminescence detector conr-ider;ably down -._ rtz, - i Lfli

reagent mixing point.

Although the above results art interesting wh en aIjpplIed
to elementary bimolecular reactions, we have shown by both
analytical and numerical methods that similar results are
obtained for more complicated reaction mechanisms.
Reactions in series and in parallel have been considered.
The long time kinetic behavior of these systems has
permitted the concept of "stoichiometric proportions of
reagents' to be extended to systems in which this concept is
not defined in an equilibrium sense. This work is presently
being prepared for publication, and will be described in a
forthcoming technical report.

These theoretical considerations of the long-time
behavior of bimolecular reactions have a number of
applications to our studies of fluorine-supported
combustion. The theory provides an explanation of
persistent emission that we previously have reported in
studies of the F + H2 and F + CH3OH reactions. 1 , 2  In
addition, a simple measurement of the F + H recombination
rate constant, an important datum for modeling F2/H2,

v. propulsion systems, can be based on the theory.

We have proposed a model to explain nonsteady

in a variety of fluorine-supported flames. 3  This model
attributes the behaviors to the flames making transitions
between two states. (ne of these states has high
concentrations of vibrationally excited HF in the pr-esence
of mostly reactants, which are inefficient quenchers of
excited HF. The other state has much lower concentration of
excited HF, due to the presence of polar products, which are
efficient quenchers of vibrationally excited molecules.
We are currently modeling the time dependence of these
systems, using computer codes that can handle sets of
reactions whose time constants vary over eight orders of
magnitude. We have also performed steady-state calculations
on a simple model of the F2--CH4 flame which predicts
multiple steady states at flows corresponding to those
giving the observed oscillatory behavior.

E xperimental. Proaram

We have received funding from the DoD University
Research Instrumentation Program for a cw ring dye laser to
be used in our fluorine combustion studies. This laser has
been installed, and we are currently learning how to use
laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) of 12 for accurate



wav- rngt.h calibratl,-_i n c,f the systom. '1 _:, wi 1 - be
employed to monitor intermediates ( eg. CH, C2 C," and CF2

) in fluorine-supported combustion. A cw laser wan chosen
for our program in order to continuously monitor
intermediates in oscillatory and pulsed combustion. In
addition, since some of the intermediates of interest absorb
in the ultraviolet, we have chosen a laser with doubling
capabilities. In order to facilitate the application of
laser techniques to our combustion program, the principal
investigator attended the Gordon Research Conference on
Physics and Chemistry of Laser Diagnostics of Combustion, at
Plymouth, New Hampshire, during July 13-17.

Two experiments are underway in our low pressure flame
burner. In one we are assessing the importance of
nucleation on small ions as a source of soot in combustion,
as has been proposed in a theory by Calcotte. 4  The basis
for our measurement will be the observation that observ:ible
ionization in fluorine-supported hydrocarbon combustion is
completely eliminated when the ca. 1% oxygen impurity
generally present in commercially prepared Y2 is removd.
Thus by comparing soot formation in flames of hydroca-rbors
burning in commercial and purified fluorine, we ar,-
comparing systems with almost identical neutral chemistry
but very different ion concentrations. onit, ring noot,
formation by infrared e-mission and laser scat'temn ir in
F2--CHd and F2-C2H2 flames, we will compare both the
soot-flormation onset arid the magnitude of soot. format.,:-i in
flamtis with purified and commercial fluorine.

The second experiment being performed on our low
pressure flame burner involves light emission from CH
radicals, which is responsible for blue light oft,-n oberved
from the reaction zone of hydrocarbon flames. We have
reported that CH A state emission is not dependent uon
oxygen impurity.5 Since fluorine combustion chonmi stry does
not involve the formation of double and triple bonds (such
as those formed in CO2 and CO in oxygen combustion), there
are few reactions in combustion supported by purified
fluorine that have sufficient energy to populate the A state
of CH. The two most probable mechanisms are:

(1) CH + H + F - CH + HF H7-136. I kcalmiole

(2) C + H + M - CH + H H-81 kca/ ,',,_

In order to compare the importance of theso two) m,'r}i nins
we are monitoring CH em issi on while addirig, smci ll a mmt. S f
metha-ne to a H2 -F2 flam,. In these almost p 112 I.-F,:
flames, the concentration of atomic f liiorin -irid tIr.gen

4,



can be adjusted by manipul at i rnfg the H:: /F: : t , W l< I':/ i'

The very different dependences of th rto uf reaneti,, (
and (2) on these atomic concentrations will wi I I u u:< t,0
choose between these mechanisms. Ground stat( C[H wii l,-u
monitored in these flames by laser-induced f in.reiceri:,
the dependence of CH A-state emission on CH ground ,;t..
emission will be an additional criterion for chloo:,irou trig .
predominant mechanism.

We have been attempting to measure thu! L ranhing ra ti(,
of the

3a) F + CFH -- HF + CF2

3b) - H + CF3

reaction. Reaction (1b) is a prototype for atomic
displacement, which, if important in fluorinu-snp'Mrt,".
combustion, could require that many additional path wi,
be considered in modeling these systems. Our initi li
attempts to make this measurement involved comparingr
hydrogen atom concentrations generated in the F 4 C'2[ :

and F + H2 systems by means of Lyman- a atomi,; . or.ic,
fluorescence. To date these measurements have not h,!,V't
successful, probably due to absorption of the Lyman-
radiation by [HF product. Modifications are und0urway to
increase the sensitivity of the detection system, -,-u thatl
lower concentrations of reagents can be employed Jri ord.r t,
minimize absorption by HF. Alternatively, we will attempt.
to perform these measurements by using H + F recombinat~iori
radiation as a means of monitoring H atoms in this system.
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